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ABSTRACT
We present an algorithm for minimizing the sum of a strongly convex
time-varying function with a time-invariant, convex, and nonsmooth
function. The proposed algorithm employs the prediction-correction
scheme alongside the forward-backward envelope, and we are able
to prove the convergence of the solutions to a neighborhood of the
optimizer that depends on the sampling time. Numerical simulations
for a time-varying regression problem with elastic net regularization
highlight the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Index Terms— time-varying optimization, prediction-correction
methods, forward-backward envelope, convex optimization
1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we are interested in the solution of time-varying opti-
mization problems in the form
x˚ptq “ arg min
xPRn
tfpx; tq ` gpxqu (1)
where f : Rn ˆ R` Ñ R is smooth and strongly convex, and
g : Rn Ñ R is proper, closed and convex, but possibly non-
differentiable. Since the solution x˚ptq – the trajectory – changes
over time, the objective is to track it up to a bounded error ball.
In particular, we are interested in solving problem (1) in a
discrete-time framework, in order to directly implement the solu-
tion on digital hardware. Hence we discretize the problem with a
sampling period Ts :“ tk`1 ´ tk, which yields the sequence of
time-invariant problems
x˚ptk`1q “ arg min
xPRn
tfpx; tk`1q ` gpxqu, k P N. (2)
The smaller the sampling time is, the higher the accuracy of the
trajectory composed of the solutions to (2) will be. However, we
need to account for the time required to solve the problems which
might exceed some values of Ts, and therefore there is a trade-off
between precision and practical implementation constraints.
There are many applications in which problems in the form (1)
arise. For instance, in signal processing the reconstruction of time-
varying signals on the basis of (noisy) observations gathered online
can be cast as a sequence of optimization problems [1–6]. In control,
the model predictive control (MPC) requires that we solve an opti-
mization problem which varies over time [7–9] in order to design a
control action. In robotics, path tracking and leader following prob-
lems can be cast in the framework of (1), see for example [10–12].
In this paper, we are interested in the solution of (2) using
a prediction-correction scheme. Time-varying optimization algo-
rithms based on the prediction-correction scheme have been pro-
posed for both the discrete-time framework that we employ [13–15]
and in a continuous-time setup [16–18].
These works, however, are designed to solve smooth optimiza-
tion problems only; here, our aim is to tackle non-smooth optimiza-
tion problems by employing the recent results on envelope functions,
and in particular the forward-backward envelope (FBE) first intro-
duced in [19], in conjunction with the prediction-correction scheme.
The main contributions of this paper are: (i) a prediction-
correction algorithm to solve the time-varying optimization prob-
lem (1) by using the envelope functions in both the prediction and
correction step; (ii) a detailed convergence and convergence rate
analysis of the above that show global convergence to an error
bound of OpTsq and local convergence to an error bound of OpT 2s q,
under additional assumptions.
Remark 1 The forward-backward envelope is a powerful tool that
has recently gained momentum, especially in the context of solving
certain classes on non-convex optimization problems. In this sense,
this paper can be seen as a first step towards a more general theory
of time-varying optimization algorithms. We remark also that the
FBE has been advocated as a way to derive Newton-like methods
for `1 regularized problems, showing improved results in compar-
ison to more traditional approaches, such as FISTA [6], at lower
computational cost. In Sec. 2, we will report some results about the
FBE, and we refer the reader to [20–22] for an in-depth treatment
of the subject.
Remark 2 For the relationship of the FBE with the forward-
backward splitting (also known as proximal gradient method)
[23, 24], see e.g. [20].
Organization The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 introduces
the prediction-correction scheme, the forward-backward envelope,
and then the proposed algorithm. Sec. 3 presents the convergence
results for the algorithm and a sketch of the proof. Sec. 4 describes
the results of the numerical simulations and Sec. 5 some concluding
remarks.
Basic definitions We say that a function ϕ : Rn Ñ R is m-
strongly convex for a constantm P R` iff ϕpxq´ m2 }x}2 is convex.
The function ϕ is said to be L-smooth if its gradient is L-Lipschitz
continuous, or equivalentlyϕpxq´L
2
}x}2 is concave. We denote the
class ofm-strongly convex andL-smooth functions with Sm,LpRnq.
A function is said to be closed if for any a P R the set tx P
dompfq | ϕpxq ď au is closed. A function is said to be proper if
it does not attain ´8. We denote the class of closed, convex and
proper functions with Γ0pRnq.
Given ϕ P Γ0pRnqwe define its subdifferential as the set-valued
operator Bϕ : Rn Ñ Rn such that
x ÞÑ tz P Rn | @y P Rn : xy ´ x,zy ` ϕpxq ď ϕpyqu .
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2. PREDICTION-CORRECTION WITH ENVELOPES
In this section, we introduce the prediction-correction scheme for
time-varying optimization alongside with the forward-backward en-
velope function. In the remainder of this paper we make use of the
following assumptions.
Assumption 1 The function f : Rn ˆ R` Ñ Rn belongs to
Sm,LpRnq uniformly in time. The function g : Rn Ñ R belongs to
Γ0pRnq and is in general nonsmooth.
Assumption 2 The function f has bounded time derivative of its
gradient derivative as: ‖∇txfpx; tq‖ ď C0.
Assumption 3 The function f is at least three time differentiable
and has bounded derivatives w.r.t. x P Rn and t P R` as:
‖∇xxxfpx; tq‖ ď C1, ‖∇xtxfpx; tq‖ ď C2,
‖∇ttxfpx; tq‖ ď C3.
In the analysis of time-varying problems, Assumption 1 is com-
mon, see e.g. [13,25,26]. This assumption ensures by strong convex-
ity that the solution to the problem is unique at each time, and that
the gradient of f is Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, Assumption 2
guarantees that the gradient of f has a variability over time that is
bounded, thus enabling the computation of reliable predictions. As-
sumption 3 imposes instead boundedness of the tensor∇xxxfpx; tq,
which is typical when analyzing the convergence of second-order al-
gorithms. Moreover, it bounds the variability of the Hessian of f
over time, which makes it possible to carry out even more precise
predictions of the optimal trajectory.
2.1. Prediction-correction
Prediction-correction algorithms have appeared as a computational-
light way to solve time-varying optimization problems. The main
idea is to compute approximate optimizers for the sequence of time-
invariant problems (2), such that eventually one converges on the
time-varying optimizer trajectory x˚ptq. More formally, let xk be
the approximate optimizer for (2) at k. Then we want to design meth-
ods to determine the sequence txkukPN such that }xk ´ x˚ptkq}
goes eventually to a bounded error term.
Prediction-correction algorithms determine each xk`1 by first
predicting (at tk) how the optimizer will change in time, and then by
correcting (at tk`1) based on the new acquired sampled cost func-
tion. Both prediction and correction are here based on a few de-
scent iterations on the envelope functions. The more iterations one
performs, the smaller the asymptotical tracking error, however the
greater the computational time is.
The prediction step has the aim of computing an approximation
of the optimal solution at time tk`1, x˚ptk`1q “: x˚k`1, by using
only the information available at time tk, that is fpx; tkq and the
previous solution xk computed by the algorithm. Once the new cost
function fpx; tk`1q is observed at time tk`1, we perform the cor-
rection step, that is we solve problem (2) approximately, using as
initial condition the prediction computed at time tk.
In order to use the forward-backward envelope framework, it is
useful to reformulate the minimization problem (2) as the following
generalized equation
∇xfpxk`1; tk`1q ` Bgpxk`1q Q 0. (3)
During the prediction step at time tk, we cannot solve (3) to
predict how the optimizer will change at tk`1; instead, we make use
of the available information at time tk to approximate∇xfpx; tk`1q
with the following Taylor expansion
∇hkpxq “ ∇xfpxk; tkq`
`∇xxfpxk; tkqpx´ xkq ` Ts∇txfpxk; tkq. (4)
Therefore during the prediction step we want to solve the approxi-
mated generalized equation
∇hkpxk`1|kq ` Bgpxk`1|kq Q 0 (5)
derived from (3) substituting hkpxq to the (as yet unknown)
fpx; tk`1q; notice that xk`1|k will denote the computed predic-
tion.
During the correction step at time tk`1, we can now solve (ap-
proximately) (3), which is what we will do.
Remark 3 From Assumption 1 follows that hk P Sm,LpRnq, and
by definition we can write it explicitly as
hkpxq “ 1
2
xJ∇xxfpxk; tkqx`
`
´
∇xfpxk; tkq ´∇xxfpxk; tkqxk ` Ts∇txfpxk; tkq
¯J
x.
2.2. Forward-backward envelope
Notice that both the prediction and correction problems, (5) and (3),
are of the form
∇ϕpx˚q ` Bgpx˚q Q 0 (6)
with ϕ that is m-strongly convex and L-smooth. Therefore we can
apply the recently proposed forward-backward envelope (FBE) to
solve them.
The FBE for a problem (6) is defined as
Mpxq “ min
y
#
ϕpxq`x∇ϕpxq,y´xy`gpyq` ‖y ´ x‖
2
2γ
+
(7)
where γ P p0, 1{Lq.
Under Assumption 1 it holds that
arg minpϕ` gqpxq “ arg min Mpxq,
and therefore minimizing the FBE is equivalent to solving problem
(6). Moreover, the envelope is continuously differentiable on Rn
and twice continuously differentiable at the unique solution x˚, with
positive definite Hessian.
In general, the FBE is however nonconvex, and hence in order
to minimize it a quasi-Newton scheme with line search has been pro-
posed in [20], that estimates the Hessian of the FBE using the BFGS
method. In our framework, it is possible to prove that the quasi-
Newton method applied to the FBE has global linear convergence,
that is ∥∥∥xl`1 ´ x˚∥∥∥ ď ζ ∥∥∥xl ´ x˚∥∥∥ , l P N
with
ζ “
d
max
"
1
2
, 1´ m
4
min
"
γ,
1
4L
**
ă 1, (8)
a result that will be instrumental in proving convergence of our
prediction-correction algorithm.
Remark 4 The recent work [22] proved that ifϕ is convex quadratic,
then the FBE is strongly convex and smooth, and notice that this is
exactly the case of hk in the prediction step. Therefore we can
minimize the FBE at the prediction step using a Newton method with
BFGS scheme, without the need for the line search that requires
a larger number of iterations. The numerical results presented in
Sec. 4 exploit this.
Remark 5 An alternative minimization strategy for the FBE is pro-
posed in [21].
2.3. Proposed algorithm
The previous section introduced the forward-backward envelope,
that is suited to solving the prediction and correction problems.
However, the convergence of the quasi-Newton method is guaran-
teed only asymptotically. For practical reasons, namely the finite
length of each sampling period, we choose to perform only a fixed
number of iterations of the solution algorithm: P for the prediction
step, C for the correction.
We are now ready to describe the proposed prediction-correction
algorithm with the FBE, which is reported in Algorithm 1: at every
time tk, we perform P steps of the quasi-Newton method for the
FBE,
M˜pxq“min
y
#
hkpxq ` x∇hkpxq,y ´ xy ` gpyq ` ‖y´x‖
2
2γ
+
,
constructed for the prediction problem (5) [cf. line 3]; this yields an
approximate predictor x˜k`1|k.
At time tk`1, we observe the new cost function fp¨; tk`1q [cf.
line 6], and we perform C steps of the quasi-Newton method for the
FBE,
Mpxq “ min
y
#
fpx; tk`1q ` x∇xfpx; tk`1q,y ´ xy`
` gpyq ` ‖y ´ x‖
2
2γ
+
,
constructed for the correction problem [cf. line 7]; this yields the
approximate optimizer xk`1.
Algorithm 1 Prediction-correction algorithm with the FBE.
Input: x0, parameter γ, horizons P and C.
1: for k “ 0, 1, . . . do
2: // time tk
3: perform P steps of the quasi-Newton method for the FBE
with initial condition xk
4: set x˜k`1|k equal to the last iterate produced by the quasi-
Newton
5: // time tk`1
6: observe the cost function fp¨; tk`1q
7: perform C steps of the quasi-Newton method for the FBE
with initial condition the prediction x˜k`1|k
8: set xk`1 equal to the last iterate produced by the quasi-
Newton
9: end for
Remark 6 In general we could use two different γ parameters for
the prediction and correction steps, but for simplicity we use a single
one.
3. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we prove that the sequence txkukPN generated by
Algorithm 1 converges to a neighborhood of the optimal trajectory,
which is characterized in terms of the sampling period Ts. We divide
the result in two theorems. The first is a global convergence result
with standard assumptions; the second is a local enhanced conver-
gence result with additional assumptions. Such results are typical in
prediction-correction time-varying optimization and they extend the
ones in [14] for non-smooth cost functions.
Theorem 1 Let Assumptions 1-2 hold, and choose the parameters
P and C in such a way that
ζC
„
ζP ` pζP ` 1q2L
m
1´ γm
1´ γL

ă 1.
Then the trajectory txkukPN generated by Algorithm 1 converges to
a neighborhood of the optimal trajectory tx˚k ukPN as
lim sup
kÑ8
∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥ “ OpζCTsq.
˝
Theorem 2 Let Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold, and choose the pa-
rameters P and C, and τ P p0, 1q in such a way that ζP`C ă τ .
Then there exist an upper bound for the sampling time T¯s and a
convergence region R¯ such that if Ts ă T¯s and ‖x0 ´ x˚0 ‖ ă R¯,
then
lim sup
kÑ8
∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥ “ OpζCT 2s q `OpζP`CTsq.
In particular, the bound for the sampling time and the convergence
region are characterized by
T¯s “ τ ´ ζ
P`C
ζCpζP ` 1q
1
κpκC0C1 ` C2q
R¯ “ 2
C1
pκC0C1 ` C2q
ˆ
T¯s ´ m
ζC
Ts
˙
.
with κ “ p1´ γmq{rmp1´ γLqs. ˝
The two theorems guarantee that, under suitable regularity con-
ditions of the problem in hand, the trajectory generated by Algo-
rithm 1 converges asymptotically to a neighborhood of the optimal
trajectory. Moreover, the size of this neighborhood depends on Ts
for Theorem 1 and on T 2s for Theorem 2, in accordance with the
fact that the smaller the sampling time is, the better the sequence of
problems (2) approximates the original problem (1).
The neighborhoods depend also on the convergence rate ζ,
which in turn depends on the convexity and smoothness moduli
of the function f ; thus the structure of the problem influences the
accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
The proof of both results can be found in the Appendix, along
with the exact expression for the asymptotic error. Here we mention
only some facts. The idea behind the proof is to compute an upper
bound to the error ‖xk ´ x˚k‖, and to do so we need to account
for two sources of error: the approximation error introduced during
the prediction step, and the early termination error due to the finite
number of minimization steps in both prediction and correction. The
approximation error depends (among other things) on how fast the
cost function is changing and a bound on such error can be derived
based on implicit function mapping theorems. In particular, we make
use of Dini’s theorem, see e.g., [27, Th. 1B.1], and the algebraic
properties of the envelope function. The early termination errors
are instead bounded based solely on the properties of the envelope
function.
Once the bound for the errors is derived, we combine them and
provide a bound for the error ‖xk ´ x˚k‖ based on the parameters of
Algorithm 1 (i.e., the step-size γ, and the horizons P and C). Then,
we choose such parameters in order to guarantee a finite error. The
error bound available is in general not tight, and therefore it might be
possible to relax the conditions on the parameters while still ensuring
the convergence; which we will explore in future research.
4. SIMULATIONS
Inspired by [6], and only as a proof of concept of our algorithm,
we consider a regression problem, where we are interested in recon-
structing a sparse time-varying signal yk from the noisy measure-
ments bk “ Ayk ` ek where the matrix A P Rmˆn, the mea-
surement vector bk P Rm with m ă n – in particular m “ 25
and n “ 50 – and the components of the error vector ek are drawn
from the normal distributionN p0, 10´3q. We apply an elastic net to
solve the problem, i.e., we define gpxq “ α ‖x‖1 and fpx; tkq “
p1{2q ‖Ax´ bk‖22 ` p1 ´ αq ‖x‖22 {2 for α P r0, 1s, and we for-
mulate the sequence of time-invariant problems
x˚ptkq “ arg min
xPRn
#
1
2
‖Ax´ bk‖22`
p1´ αq
2
‖x‖22`α ‖x‖1
+
.
(9)
Each component of the signal to be reconstructed is either of the
form yik “ c sinpωtk ` φiq where c, φi are random, or it is 0; ω is
set as 1{20, so that we do half-a-turn every minute. The number and
index of the “active” components is fixed at 6.
In Fig. 1(a) we present the evolution of the error
Er “
∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥ {6,
(the error divided by the number of non-zero components), labeled
as “Tracking error”, for different values of the prediction horizon P ,
and α “ 0.8, obtained with Ts “ 0.1s, C “ 5, γ “ 0.8{L and
minimizing the FBE with the line-search quasi-Newton. Notice that
a larger number of prediction steps yields a faster convergence rate
and a lower error, which justifies the use of the prediction-correction
scheme. Indeed in case we perform only a correction (P “ 0) we
obtain the worst performance, which means that the ability to predict
the future solution enhances the performance of the optimization al-
gorithm. Note that, even with P “ 5, the performance is better.
The quasi-cyclic nature of the error is due to the sinusoidal reference
signal.
As noted in Remark 4, a convex quadratic cost function f guar-
antees that the FBE is strongly convex. In this scenario, we can com-
pute a descent direction for the FBE without the need for the line-
search procedure included in the quasi-Newton algorithm of [20];
moreover, the quasi-Newton algorithms with and without line-search
yield the same results. We can also think of applying the gradi-
ent method, which has good convergence properties for strongly and
well-conditioned convex functions and which does not require the
computation of the Hessian of the FBE.
Fig. 1(b) depicts the evolution of the error for the quasi-Newton
and the gradient methods (with the parameter P “ 10, C “ 5),
while Fig. 1(c) the number of matrix-vector products required by
the quasi-Newton with and without line-search, and the gradient.
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Fig. 1: Experimental results.
Therefore we can choose between a more computationally demand-
ing quasi-Newton, or a gradient method that is simpler to implement
but obtains results close to the former.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a prediction-correction scheme for time-
varying optimization that employs the forward-backward envelope.
We described two Theorems that guarantee the convergence of the
solution computed by the algorithm to a neighborhood of the opti-
mal solution that depends on the sampling time. Finally we validated
the proposed algorithm with some numerical results. Future works
will address the problem of relaxing the requirements on the cost
functions, especially strong convexity, and perhaps convexity alto-
gether, together with extensive numerical validation and comparison
with state-of-the-art methods in specific applications, e.g., dynamic
`1 reconstruction.
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A. PROOFS
The sources of error for the proposed algorithm are the Taylor ap-
proximation in the prediction step, and the early termination of the
quasi-Newton minimization of the FBE.
A.1. Approximation error
Let M˜pxq be the FBE computed for hk and g, explicitly defined as
M˜pxq “ min
y
#
hkpxq ` x∇hkpxq,y´xy ` gpyq ` ‖y ´ x‖
2
2γ
+
,
and thus that solves the prediction problem (5)1.
Minimizing this FBE requires that we solve the generalized equation
∇M˜pxq Q 0, and we consider its parametrized version, defined as
∇M˜pxq Q p, (10)
where p P Rn.
Therefore the problem becomes that of finding the solution mapping
Sppq “ tx P Rn | F pp,xq “ 0u , p P Rd
where F : Rd ˆ Rn Ñ Rn is defined as F pp,xq “ ∇M˜pxq ´ p.
Reformulating the problem in this fashion we can make use of Dini’s
theorem [27, Th. 1B.1], reported here for convenience.
Theorem 3 (Dini [27, Th. 1B.1]) Let F : Rn ˆ Rn Ñ Rn be con-
tinuously differentiable in a neighborhood of pp¯, x¯q and such that
F pp¯, x¯q “ 0 and ∇xF pp¯, x¯q is nonsingular. Then the solution
mapping Sppq has a single-valued localization s around p¯ for x¯
which is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of p¯ with Ja-
cobian satisfying
∇sppq “ ´∇xF pp, sppqq´1∇pF pp, sppqq.
˝
Assume now that x¯ is a solution to (10) with p¯ such that spp¯q “
x. Then Theorem 3 holds for F pp,xq “ ∇M˜pxq ´ p in a neigh-
borhood of pp¯, x¯q if F is continuously differentiable and has non-
singular Jacobian. These conditions are analyzed in the following:
• F is differentiable in p everywhere, while to be differentiable
in x it must be that ∇xM˜ is differentiable, which is guar-
anteed in a neighborhood of x¯ by [21, Theorem 4.7] under
Assumption 1.
• By [20, Theorem 2.11] the Hessian of the FBE in a strong
local minimum2 is positive definite, therefore ∇xF pp¯, x¯q “
∇2M˜px¯q is nonsingular if x¯ is a strong local minimum.
Hence as long as x¯ is a strong local minimum it is possible to prove
that Theorem 3 holds for the problem at hand.
The next step is to apply Dini’s theorem to provide an upper
bound to the error. First notice that a function that is continuously
differentiable in a point y has Lipschitz constant the norm of its
1Notice that since hk depends only on x we omit to specify that the gra-
dient is computed w.r.t. x.
2A minimum x˚ of function h is said to be locally strong if there exists
α ą 0 such that hpxq´hpx˚q ě α ‖x´ x˚‖2 for any x in a neighborhood
of x˚.
gradient in y [27, p. 30]. Therefore, since ∇pF pp, sppqq “ I , then
sppq is Lipschitz continuous in a neighborhood of p¯ with constant
‖∇spp¯q‖ “ ∥∥∇xF pp¯, x¯q´1∥∥ “ ∥∥∥∇2M˜px¯q´1∥∥∥ “: K.
As mentioned at the beginning of this proof, the aim is to define
an upper bound for the error introduced by the approximation of
the cost function, that is ‖x¯´ x˚ptk`1q‖. This is accomplished by
using the Lipschitz continuity of s∥∥x¯´ x˚ptk`1q∥∥ “ ‖spp¯q ´ spqq‖ ď K ‖p¯´ q‖
where it is necessary to find q such that spqq “ x˚ptk`1q. No-
tice that x˚k`1 :“ x˚ptk`1q must satisfy ∇Mpx˚k`1q Q 0 where
Mpx˚k`1q is the forward-backward envelope defined in (7). There-
fore by choosing
q “ ∇M˜px˚k`1q ´∇Mpx˚k`1q
we have spqq “ x˚k`1, since
∇M˜px˚k`1q Q q “ ∇M˜px˚k`1q ´∇Mpx˚k`1q
is verified because by definition∇Mpx˚k`1q Q 0.
Finally it follows that∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď K ∥∥∥∇M˜px˚k`1q ´∇Mpx˚k`1q∥∥∥ .
By [20, Theorem 2.6] it follows that
∇Mpx˚k`1q “ pI ´ γ∇xxfpx˚k`1; tk`1qqRγpx˚k`1q
“: Sγpx˚k`1qRγpx˚k`1q (11)
whereRγpyq “ γ´1py´proxγgpy´γ∇xfpy; tk`1qqq is the resid-
ual. However, by the definition of residual it holds Rγpx˚k`1q “ 0
which actually implies that∇Mpx˚k`1q “ 0.
Similarly for M˜pxq it holds
∇M˜px˚k`1q “ S˜γpx˚k`1qR˜γpx˚k`1q
with S˜γpx˚k`1q and R˜γpx˚k`1q defined substituting hkp¨q to fp¨; tk`1q
in Sγpx˚k`1q and Rγpx˚k`1q.
Therefore the approximation error can be upper bounded as∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď K ∥∥∥∇M˜px˚k`1q∥∥∥ . (12)
We now proceed to bound K “ }∇2M˜px¯q´1} and J :“
}∇M˜px˚k`1q}.
First of all, using the fact that ∇2hkpyq “ ∇xxfpxk; tkq “:
Qk it follows S˜γpx˚k`1q “ I ´ γQk which is a positive definite
matrix. Indeed observe that by Assumption 1 the maximum and
minimum eigenvalues of Qk are, respectively: λM pQkq “ L and
λmpQkq “ m, with L ě m ą 0. Therefore since the eigenvalues
of S˜γpxq are of the form λipS˜γpxqq “ 1´ γλipQkq it follows that
λM pS˜γpxqq ď 1´ γm and λmpS˜γpxqq ě 1´ γL, (13)
with 1´ γL ą 0 because γ ă 1{L.
Furthermore it holds by [20, Theorem 2.10]
∇2M˜px¯q “ γ´1S˜γpx¯qpI ´ P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯qq
where P˜γpx¯q is semi-definite positive and }P˜γpxq} ď 1.
A.1.1. Computation of J
By the formula for the gradient of M˜pxq it holds
}∇M˜px˚k`1q} ď }S˜γpx˚k`1q}}R˜γpx˚k`1q} (14)
where by (13) it holds }S˜γpx˚k`1q} ď 1 ´ γm . Therefore to com-
pute J it is necessary to provide an upper bound to the norm of the
residual }R˜γpx˚k`1q}.
Recalling the definition of the residual and by the fact that
Rγpx˚k`1q “ 0 it holds
}R˜γpx˚k`1q} “ }Rγpx˚k`1q ´ R˜γpx˚k`1q}
“ γ´1} proxγgpx˚k`1 ´ γ∇xfpx˚k`1; tk`1qq
´ proxγgpx˚k`1 ´ γ∇hkpx˚k`1qq}
ď ∥∥∇xfpx˚k`1; tk`1q ´∇hkpx˚k`1qq∥∥
where the nonexpansiveness of the proximal operator was used to
derive the last inequality.
By using the definition of hk, it follows∥∥∇xfpx˚k`1; tk`1q ´∇hkpx˚k`1qq∥∥
ď ∥∥∇xfpx˚k`1; tk`1q ´∇xfpxk; tkq∥∥`
` ‖Qk‖
∥∥x˚k`1 ´ xk∥∥` Ts ‖∇txfpxk; tkq‖
ď ∥∥∇xfpx˚k`1; tk`1q ´∇xfpxk; tkq∥∥` L∥∥x˚k`1 ´ xk∥∥` TsC0
where the upper bounds in Assumptions 1-2 on the derivatives of f
were used.
The first term on the right-hand side of the inequality remains
now to be computed. It holds∥∥∇xfpx˚k`1; tk`1q ´∇xfpxk; tkq∥∥
ď ∥∥∇xfpx˚k`1; tk`1q ´∇xfpxk; tk`1q∥∥`
` ‖∇xfpxk; tk`1q ´∇xfpxk; tkq‖
where by Lipschitz continuity∥∥∇xfpx˚k`1; tk`1q ´∇xfpxk; tk`1q∥∥ ď L∥∥x˚k`1 ´ xk∥∥
and ‖∇xfpxk; tk`1q ´∇xfpxk; tkq‖ ď TsC0 (see [14, Ap-
pendix A]).
Finally the results above yield
}R˜γpx˚k`1q} ď 2pL
∥∥x˚k`1 ´ xk∥∥` TsC0q (15)
and therefore∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď 2Kp1´ γmqpL∥∥xk ´ x˚k`1∥∥` TsC0q.
The problem now is to bound
∥∥xk ´ x˚k`1∥∥ in terms of
‖xk ´ x˚k‖; first of all, it holds
∥∥xk ´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď ∥∥x˚k`1 ´ x˚k∥∥ `
‖xk ´ x˚k‖ and so an upper bound for
∥∥x˚k`1 ´ x˚k∥∥ must be
found.
Recall that with x˚ptq we denote the optimal solution of the
original time-varying problem (1). Notice that Dini’s theorem holds
for the corresponding FBE at time t: ∇x Mpx; tq with t P R`
around x˚ptq. Therefore the solution mapping x˚ptq has a Lips-
chitz constant upper bounded by∥∥∇xx Mpx˚ptq; tq´1∥∥ ∥∥∇tx Mpx˚ptq; tq∥∥
“: K¯ ∥∥∇tx Mpx˚ptq; tq∥∥ .
The term K¯ will be computed in the next section alongsideK, while
the second term requires evaluating the time derivative of the gradi-
ent of the FBE. In particular, by derivative rules, it holds that
∇tx Mpx; tq “ ∇tSγpx; tqRγpx; tq ` Sγpx; tq∇tRγpx; tq
where the first term on the right-hand side can be ignored, since
at px˚ptq; tq it is zero. By using the definition (11), it holds that
Sγpx; tq “ I ´ γ∇xxfpx; tq, whose norm is upper bounded by
1 ´ γm; hence it remains only to compute an upper bound to the
norm of∇tRγpx; tq.
By computing the time derivative of the residual, it follows that
∇tRγpx; tq “ ´γ´1∇trproxγgpx´ γ∇xfpx; tqqs
“ ∇txfpx; tqJ proxγgpx´ γ∇xfpx; tqq
“ ∇txfpx; tqPγpx; tq
where the second inequality is derived using the chain rule, and
the third by using the definition of the semi-definite positive matrix
Pγpx; tq reported in [20].
Therefore it holds that∥∥∇tRγpx˚ptq; tq∥∥ ď ∥∥∇txfpx˚ptq; tq∥∥∥∥Pγpx˚ptq; tq∥∥ ď C0
since ‖Pγpx˚ptq; tq‖ ď 1.
Finally, the solution mapping x˚ptq has Lipschitz constant
K¯p1´ γmqC0 and so∥∥x˚k`1 ´ x˚k∥∥ “ ∥∥x˚k`1 ´ x˚k∥∥ (16)
ď K¯p1´ γmqC0|tk`1 ´ tk| “ K¯p1´ γmqC0Ts.
A.1.2. Computation of K
Let A,B P Rnˆn with A nonsingular, and denote with σm p¨q and
σM p¨q the minimum and maximum singular values of a matrix, re-
spectively. The following facts hold true for symmetric nonsingular
matrices [28, Ch. 5].
1.
∥∥A´1∥∥ “ σM `A´1˘ “ 1{σm pAq;
2. σm pABq ě σm pAqσm pBq.
Therefore it follows
K “ }∇2M˜px¯q´1} “ 1{σm
´
∇2M˜px¯q
¯
which can be bounded using lower bounds for σm
´
∇2M˜px¯q
¯
. In
particular,
σm
´
∇2M˜px¯q
¯
ě γ´1σm
´
S˜γpx¯q
¯
σm
´
pI ´ P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯qq
¯
(17)
and the problem is to compute the minimum singular values of
S˜γpx¯q and pI ´ P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯qq.
First of all, for a symmetric matrixA P Rnˆn it holds σm pAq “
|λmpAq|. Recalling (13) we have that σm
´
S˜γpx¯q
¯
ě 1´ γL ą 0.
Since I ´ P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯q is symmetric and positive definite, then
σm
´
pI ´ P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯qq
¯
“ λm
´
pI ´ P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯qq
¯
and it is necessary to lower bound the spectrum of pI´P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯qq.
It holds that
λm
´
pI ´ P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯qq
¯
“ 1´ λM
´
P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯q
¯
and an upper bound for λM
´
P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯q
¯
must be found. No-
tice that P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯q is symmetric and positive definite [20, Ap-
pendix B]. The following inequalities hold
λM
´
P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯q
¯
“
∥∥∥P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯q∥∥∥
ď
∥∥∥P˜γpx¯q∥∥∥∥∥∥S˜γpx¯q∥∥∥ ď ∥∥∥S˜γpx¯q∥∥∥ ď 1´ γm
where the fact that
∥∥∥P˜γpx¯q∥∥∥ ď 1 and the result (13) were used.
Finally, these results yield
σm
´
pI ´ P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯qq
¯
“ λm
´
pI ´ P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯qq
¯
ě 1´ λM
´
P˜γpx¯qS˜γpx¯q
¯
ě 1´ p1´ γmq “ γm. (18)
Finally, substituting (18) and σm
´
S˜γpx¯q
¯
ě 1 ´ γL into (17), it
follows
σm
´
∇2M˜px¯q
¯
ě γ´1p1´ γLqγm “ mp1´ γLq
and thus
K ď 1
mp1´ γLq . (19)
Notice that the same bound holds for K¯ as well since, like f , it is
hk P Sm,LpRnq.
A.1.3. Approximation error bound
The results derived in the previous sections can be used to bound the
approximation error as follows
∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď 2p1´ γmqmp1´ γLq
˜
L
∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥
` Lp1´ γmq
mp1´ γLqTsC0 ` TsC0
¸
ď a1
∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥` a0 (20)
where the coefficients are defined as
a1 “ 2Lp1´ γmq
mp1´ γLq
a0 “ 2C0Ts 1´ γm
mp1´ γLq
„
Lp1´ γmq
mp1´ γLq ` 1

with a0 that linearly depends on the sampling time Ts.
A.2. Early termination errors
The previous section derived an upper bound to the approximation
error introduced by the approximate FBE used in the prediction step
instead of the correct FBE. However there are two other sources of
errors, namely the early termination of the minimisation algorithms
applied to the M˜pxq and the FBE in the prediction and correction
steps, respectively. These will be the focus of the current section.
Assume that the minimisations are carried out using the quasi-
Newton Algorithm 2 in [20] applied to the M˜ or the M. This method
is described in Algorithm 2 in the general case.
Remark 7 In case L is not known, it is possible to apply Algo-
rithm 1 of [20] which includes a line-search procedure for choosing
γ.
Algorithm 2 Quasi-Newton method for the FBE.
Input: xˆ0 P Rn, envelope parameter γ P p0, 1{Lq, maximum num-
ber of iterations I .
1: iÐ 0
2: while i ă I do
3: compute the nonsingular matrix Bi using the BFGS method
4: compute the descent direction
di “ ´pBiq´1∇Mpxˆiq
5: select the step-size τ i ě 0 s.t. Mpwiq ď Mpxˆiq where
wi “ xˆi ` τ idi
6: xˆi`1 Ð proxγgpx´ γ∇xfpx; tkqq
7: iÐ i` 1
8: end while
The sequence txˆmumPN produced by Algorithm 2 can be proved
to converge to a critical point with a super-linear rate, by a combi-
nation of Theorems 3.6 and 4.3 in [20]. Moreover the result holds
globally by strong convexity.
Since super-linear convergence implies linear convergence as
well, then there exist ζ P p0, 1q (see (8) for an estimate of its value)
such that
∥∥xˆp`1 ´ x¯∥∥ ď ζ ‖xˆp ´ x¯‖ p “ 1, 2, . . . , P
and
∥∥xˆc`1 ´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď ζ ∥∥xˆc ´ x˚k`1∥∥ c “ 1, 2, . . . , C
where xˆp and xˆc are the dummy variables used during prediction
and correction.
The dummy variables are initialized as follows: for the predic-
tion xˆ0 “ xk, for the correction xˆ0 “ x˜k`1|k “ xˆP . Therefore
iterating
∥∥x˜k`1|k ´ x¯∥∥ “ ∥∥x˜k`1|k ´ xk`1|k∥∥ ď ζP ∥∥xk ´ xk`1|k∥∥∥∥xk`1 ´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď ζC ∥∥x˜k`1|k ´ x˚k`1∥∥ .
A.3. Overall error bound
During the previous sections the following bounds have been derived
∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď a1 ∥∥xk ´ x˚ptkq∥∥` a0 (21)∥∥x˜k`1|k ´ x¯∥∥ ď ζP ∥∥xk ´ xk`1|k∥∥ (22)∥∥xk`1 ´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď ζC ∥∥x˜k`1|k ´ x˚k`1∥∥ (23)
and therefore the last thing to do is to combine them to derive a
bound for the error
∥∥xk`1 ´ x˚k`1∥∥. Following the same steps of
[14, Appendix B] from inequalities (21), (22) and the results above
it is possible to compute∥∥x˜k`1|k ´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď ∥∥x˜k`1|k ´ x¯∥∥` ∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥
ď ζP ‖xk ´ x¯‖`
∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥
ď ζP p∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥` ∥∥x˚k ´ x˚k`1∥∥` ∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥q`∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥
ď ζP ∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥` ζP p1´ γmqTsC0mp1´ γLq `
pζP ` 1q∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥
ď rζP ` a1pζP ` 1qs
∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥
` ζP p1´ γmqTsC0
mp1´ γLq ` pζ
P ` 1qa0.
Using now inequality (23) it follows∥∥xk`1 ´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď A1 ∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥`A0 (24)
where
A1 “ ζCrζP ` a1pζP ` 1qs
“ ζC
„
ζP ` pζP ` 1q2Lp1´ γmq
mp1´ γLq

A0 “ ζC
„
ζP
p1´ γmqTsC0
mp1´ γLq ` pζ
P ` 1qa0

.
Therefore, for the algorithm to converge to a bounded error it
is necessary that A1 ă 1, which must be guaranteed by choosing
suitable prediction and correction horizons. Notice that A0 depends
linearly on the sampling time Ts, therefore it holds that
lim sup
kÑ8
∥∥xk`1 ´ x˚k`1∥∥ “ OpζCTsq.
We have thus proved Theorem 1. 
A.3.1. OpT 2s q convergence
Suppose now that Assumption 3 holds, it is possible to show that the
error bound tends to OpT 2s q.
Consider that∥∥∥R˜γpx˚k`1q∥∥∥ ď ∥∥∇xfpx˚k`1; tk`1q ´∇hkpx˚k`1q∥∥ ď ‖‖ ,
(25)
where  is the residual of the Taylor expansion of∇xfp¨; tk`1q. Un-
der Assumption 3, the Taylor residual can be bound as follows
‖‖ ď 1
2
´
‖∇xxxfpxk; tkq‖
∥∥x˚k`1 ´ xk∥∥2`
` Ts ‖∇txxfpxk; tkq‖
∥∥x˚k`1 ´ xk∥∥`
` Ts ‖∇xtxfpxk; tkq‖
∥∥x˚k`1 ´ xk∥∥`
` T 2s ‖∇ttxfpxk; tkq‖
¯
ď C1
2
∥∥x˚k`1 ´ xk∥∥2 ` TsC2 ∥∥x˚k`1 ´ xk∥∥` 12T 2s C3.
(26)
We want now to use this result to compute an upper bound to∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥ that is stricter than (21). First of all, substituting (25)
into the bound (14) we obtain
}∇M˜px˚k`1q} ď
∥∥∥S˜γpx˚k`1q∥∥∥∥∥∥R˜γpx˚k`1q∥∥∥ ď p1´ γmq ‖‖
(27)
where we used the bound }S˜γpx˚k`1q} ď 1´ γm. Therefore apply-
ing the bound (27) into (12) yields∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď K ∥∥∥∇M˜px˚k`1q∥∥∥
ď Kp1´ γmq ‖‖ ď 1´ γm
mp1´ γLq ‖‖
where the bound (19) for K was used. Substituting (26) finally we
get ∥∥x¯´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď a2 ∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥2 ` a1 ∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥` a0 (28)
where
a2 “ 1´ γm
mp1´ γLq
C1
2
a1 “ Ts 1´ γm
mp1´ γLq
„
1´ γm
mp1´ γLqC0C1 ` C2

a0 “ T 2s 1´ γm
mp1´ γLq
«ˆ
1´ γm
mp1´ γLq
˙2
C1C
2
0
2
`
` 1´ γm
mp1´ γLqC0C2 `
1
2
C3
ff
.
Notice that a1 and a0 linearly depend on Ts and T 2s , respectively.
With computations very similar to those carried out during the
previous section, exchanging (28) for (21), it is then possible to com-
pute the bound∥∥xk`1 ´ x˚k`1∥∥ ď A2 ∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥2`A1 ∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥`A0 (29)
where
A2 “ ζCpζP ` 1qa2
A1 “ ζCrζP ` a1pζP ` 1qs
A0 “ ζC
„
ζP
1´ γm
mp1´ γLqC0Ts ` pζ
P ` 1qa0

.
In order to prove convergence, it is now possible to use the argu-
ment presented in [14, Appendix B], which guarantees convergence
if τ ą ζP ζC ,
Ts ă τ ´ ζ
P ζC
ζCpζP ` 1qˆ
ˆ
"
1´ γm
mp1´ γLq
„
1´ γm
mp1´ γLqC0C1 ` C2
*´1
“: T¯s,
and ∥∥x0 ´ x˚0 ∥∥ ď τ ´A1
A2
“: R¯.
Therefore the asymptotic error satisfies
lim sup
kÑ8
∥∥xk ´ x˚k∥∥ ď OpT 2s ζCq `OpTsζCζP q,
which proves Theorem 2. 
